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Abstract

In this work we investigate the application of four sim-
ple enhancements to directed diffusion to support mo-
bile users. The first is a small change to diffusion which
restarts path discovery when a node moves. The second
is a simple handoff scheme similar to those used in cellu-
lar networks. The third introduces special proxy nodes
as path anchors, and the fourth scheme provides hints
to the diffusion layer to pre-create routes in an antici-
pated direction of motion. We compared the behavior of
the various schemes for a mobile user tracking an object
in a sensor network under four mobility scenarios. Our
simulation results show that a combination of these sim-
ple enhancements to diffusion permit sink speeds of up
7 meters per second without generating excessive over-
head. Increasing the transmit power was also an effec-
tive method of reducing the impact of mobility. Finally,
we found that random motion is the most difficult mo-
bility scenario, so approaches shown to work under ran-
dom motion should also work well under more realistic
mobility conditions.

1 Introduction

Recent work in sensor networks [1, 2, 3, 4], has pro-
posed that diffusion protocols [5, 6, 7] are ideally suited
as a layer-3, network level routing mechanism. How-
ever, there is little research investigating the impact of
mobility on this class of routing protocols. In this work,
we take the first steps toward understanding the impact
of mobility on directed diffusion.

Unlike IP based networks, diffusion operates correctly
in the presence of mobility. A mobile node in a diffu-
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sion protocol does not lose connectivity to the network;
rather it suffers from increasing performance losses as
a function of speed. The purpose of our four enhance-
ments is to mitigate this performance loss rather than
add new functionality. Our additions are simple appli-
cations of well known techniques in other areas, draw-
ing on a well understood approaches from MobileIP [8,
9], Mobile Multicast (MoM) [10] and cellular networks.
Our contribution is thus a qualification of how effective
simple, well understood techniques are at handling mo-
bility in the context of diffusion.

The first approach,aggressive diffusion, is a very small
change. Instead of relying on static timeouts to recon-
struct paths in the routing tree, nodes use a simple heuris-
tic to initiate path reconstruction. When a node stops re-
ceiving data, it must have moved, and restarts the path
reconstruction phases of the protocol.

Our second approach, calledhandoff, is similar to the
soft-handoffs used in cellular networks [11, 12]. In this
scheme, the mobile node attempts to remain connected
by selecting new nodes among its immediate neighbors.
Because handoff only selects between immediate neigh-
bors, it is limited to altering the last hop of a potentially
long routing path; we thus expect this approach to work
when the node is moving slower than the time to handoff
between it’s immediate neighbors.

The third approach, calledproxy, borrows from [10,
13]. The proxy scheme introduces special intermediate
nodes that serve as anchors for established routing paths.
As nodes move in the network, path discovery need only
occur from the mobile to the proxy instead of along the
entire path. While more complex, we expect this scheme
to work for faster nodes.

Our last enhancement,anticipatory diffusion, pertains
to a class of queries where the mobile node is interested
in information relative to its location. As a node moves,
the set of nodes responding to the query changes. The
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crux of the anticipatory scheme is to build routing trees
ahead of time ahead and in front of the current vector of
motion.

We evaluated our 4 enhancements under 4 mobility
scenarios using a simulation-driven evaluation. Our sce-
narios were random motion, single point, multi-point,
and Manhattan. Using overhead, total network volume
and fraction of delivered events as metrics, we found that
in general, directed diffusion is quite sensitive to mo-
bility. Our experiments reveal that, as expected, simple
schemes are adequate for slowly moving nodes, under
2m/s. The more complex schemes can handle speeds of
up to 7 m/s, and none of the approaches had tolerable
overheads for speeds over 7 m/s.

We found is that random motion is the most diffi-
cult handle in comparison to other mobility scenarios.
Random motion perturbs the routing structure the most,
while the other models are more predictable. Our result
is encouraging because it shows that a mobility scheme
capable of handling random motion will also work under
more realistic mobility situations.

All schemes are sensitive to radio range, and more
generally, hop count. We found, that as range increased
and average hop count decreased, there was less of an
impact on mobility. We found that with an average of
1.3 hops, simple approaches worked for modest speeds
of 3 m/s. Our result shows that a fourth simple approach
to reduce the impact of mobility is to increase the trans-
mit power to cover a significant fraction of the sensor
field.

Finally, our results point out that the discovery phases
of the directed diffusion incur enormous overhead. Mo-
bile users only increase this cost. While directed flood-
ing and geographic routing may help, future work on
improving the efficiency of diffusion protocols should
center on efficient matching during the discovery phases
of the protocol.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Sec-
tion 2 gives a brief overview of the directed diffusion
routing protocol. Section 3 describes the challenges that
mobility introduces into the diffusion routing paradigm.
In Sections 4 and 5 we present our approaches to the mo-
bility problem and evaluate their performance for differ-
ent mobility models and under varying levels of mobil-
ity. Section 6 discusses related work. Future work is
described in Section 7 and we conclude in Section 8.

2 Background on Directed Diffusion

Directed Diffusion [7] is a pull-based publish-subscribe
protocol operating at the network layer. Nodes in this
system can have one of three roles:sink, source andin-
termediate. A sink, or subscriber, sendsinterests, which
describe the type of packets the sink wishes to receive,
to the network layer. A source node, or publisher, sends
packets with sensed data formatted with interests. Inter-
mediates are charged with matching source and sink in-
terests and maintaining hop by hop routing tables, called
gradients, to direct packets from sources to sinks.

2.1 Addressing

Directed Diffusion is different from traditional IP rout-
ing because routing is performed on interest types, while
IP routing is based on node address. Interests are lists of
primitive type attribute-value pairs plus range values as-
sociated with each type. For example, an interest may
be specified as a list of 3 integers, with the names “lati-
tude”, “longitude” and “threshold”. The ranges may be
specified as “>100,”, “any” and “>50”. The task for
the diffusion layer would be to route all packets with
the matching 3-tuple and corresponding values from the
source to the sink.

2.2 Routing

Directed Diffusion is a four-phase routing protocol. The
first two phases we classify asdiscovery phases. The
purpose of these two phases is to match source and sink
interests. The third phase builds the routing tables. In
the fourth phase, sources send data, in our case sensed
events, along unicast paths to the sinks.

In the first phase an interest message (INT) is flooded
throughout the network. In this exploration phase the
sink attempts to discover matching sources. After re-
ceiving a matching INT, a source responds with sensed
data. However, because routing tables for this interest
do not yet exist, the packet is flooded. The source thus
sends these packets at a low data rate (LDR). The LDR
flood is the second phase. Intermediates cache the pre-
vious hop information on a per interest basis as LDR’s
pass through them. These backward-learning cached en-
tries form the crux of the gradient (routing table) built in
the next phase.

Upon receiving an LDR, the sink knows that there is
at least one matching source, and so sends a reinforce
(REINF) packet to the previous hop toward the source
based on some application decided metric. Typically,
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low latency and redundancy are factors used in this third
phase. As the REINF packet propagates hop-by-hop to-
wards the source, it resets the per-interest timeouts in
the routing table entries of the intermediate nodes. In
addition to REINF messages, when a sink is no longer
interested in receiving data, it can send an explicit nega-
tive reinforcement, or NEG packet type. These packets
destroy routing table entries along a path.

Finally, in the fourth phase, when a source receives a
REINF packet, it sends sensed data out at a high data rate
(HDR) in the the reverse path of reinforcement. After a
timeout period, the sink will stop sending HDR packets
at the high data rate. The HDR packets represent use-
ful application-level packets delivered between source
and sink. INT and REINF packets are overhead. The
LDR packets received by intermediates, which are the
vast majority of LDRs, are also overhead.

Routing information is maintained as soft state. If an
intermediate does not receive REINF packet after a time-
out period it discards that entry from it’s table. Sinks
must thus continually refresh established paths by send-
ing positive reinforcements. In addition, in order to dis-
cover new nodes sensing data matching their interest,
sinks must periodically re-initiate the diffusion cycle.
While perhaps not as quick to discard old routes as a
more active approach, the soft state approach provides
several important benefits. First, routing entries are guar-
anteed to be removed with little complex infrastructure,
allowing the network to recover from failure, or mobil-
ity. Second, refreshes allow the network layer to periodi-
cally select the best paths as network conditions change.

3 Mobility Challenges in Diffusion
Protocols

Because sensor networks and diffusion routing are rel-
atively new areas, there is a dearth of experiences with
these networks and protocols. A major challenge thus
lies in identifying which effects and design decisions are
of critical importance and which are relatively minor.
For example, fully understanding the impact of some-
thing as simple as the TCP timeout algorithm required
years of research and experience. In a like manner, we
are still exploring the design space of diffusion proto-
cols.

In order to make it tractable to understand the impact
of our methods we limit our experiments to mobile sink
nodes; all sources and intermediates in this study are sta-
tionary. We leave as future work a more complete study
where all types of nodes may move. However, a mobile

sink study is still quite useful because it corresponds to
the natural scenario of users moving through a static sen-
sor field.

A best-case mobility scheme would maintain a mini-
mum spanning tree (MST) which perfectly matched the
movement of the sink nodes; at any given instant, the
routes between all sources and sinks would form an MST
matching the positions of the sinks in the sensor field.
From the diffusion layer’s perspective, a mobile node
appears as a node which disappears and then re-appears
somewhere else, potentially far from established paths.
The challenge for diffusion protocols is thus how to de-
liver the most sensor events with a minimum overhead
in path reconstruction while maintaining low latency.

There are two primary causes of inefficiencies due
to mobility. First, HDR packets travel down phantom
paths, and second, new paths have to be constructed.
Recall paths are constructed in discovery phases, where
diffusion floods INT and LDRs packets. In the station-
ary case, the overhead these floods is amortized by many
HDR packets. However, re-initiating a flood each time a
sink moves may generate excessive overhead. An even
worse effect is that for highly mobile sinks, by the time
the path is established, the sink could have moved again
making it extremely difficult to maintain paths at reason-
able cost.

4 Mobility Support

In this section, we describe our four enhancements to
directed diffusion to support mobility: aggressive diffu-
sion, handoffs, proxies and anticipatory diffusion. Ag-
gressive is a very slight modification to diffusion. Hand-
off requires modest modification; additional state about
the neighborhood and a mechanism for detecting mobil-
ity. Proxy Diffusion requires the introduction of special
intermediate nodes in the network and the need to encap-
sulate and decapsulate source interests from proxy inter-
ests. In our proxy approach, we use combine handoffs
and proxies in a single system. The protocol attempts
to use handoffs whenever possible, since they result in
smaller changes to the routing tree, and falls back on
proxy discovery if this fails. Our final scheme, Antic-
ipatory Diffusion, requires the mobile node to actively
predict its motion.

4.1 Aggressive Diffusion

Under aggressive diffusion, the sink sends a new inter-
est if it does not receive any packet for 2.5 seconds. The
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rationale for this approach is for a sink to respond to dis-
connectivity quickly by sending another interest rather
than waiting to hear from the sources in the next LDR
cycle. Aggressive diffusion, therefore attempts to main-
tain continuous connectivity with the source with the po-
tential cost of excessive overhead.

4.2 Handoff

Our handoff scheme follows a make-before-break strat-
egy similar to the soft-handoff schemes used in cellular
networks [14]. In order to detect mobility, a sink could
use signal strength, rate of change of signal strength or
ultra sound [15, 16]. Our experiments used the deriva-
tive of signal strength. More specifically, handoff con-
sists of a sink maintaining the following three lists:

• Neighbor List: A set of immediate neighbors whose
existence the sink can deduce by way of LDR mes-
sages it received from them. Basic diffusion also
maintains this list.

• Active List: Neighbors currently sending HDRs
to the sink.

• Candidate List: Set of nodes on the neighbor list
that are not on the active list. This is a priority list
based on observed change in signal strength.

When triggered by a threshold in the derivative in sig-
nal strength, a sink makes a new connection by issuing
a REINF packet to the node on the candidate list, effec-
tively moving a neighbor from the candidate to active
list. At this point, the sink receives HDRs via two neigh-
bors. As a sink continues to move, the receding signal
strength will cross a threshold; at this point the sink is-
sues a negative reinforcement packet with disconnects
the weaker link from the tree. The disconnected node is
thus moved from the active to the neighbor list.

For slowly moving sinks, handoffs are ideal because
the sink joins at the closest point in the existing tree;
the four steps traditionally involved in directed diffusion
are avoided and the tree is minimally disrupted. The
downside of the handoff scheme is that if the sink moves
to fast, new entry points can not be constructed ahead
of time. Stale paths are left behind and nodes must go
through the discovery phases again anyway.

4.3 Proxy

For faster moving sinks, handoff degenerates into a path
discovery on every move. In order to reduce this over-
head we introduce a new class of nodes calledproxies.

Proxies are special intermediate nodes which are dele-
gated the additional responsibility of establishing paths
on behalf of mobile sinks. Building paths from the sinks
to the sources via the proxies, has the advantage that
whenever a sink moves to a new location, path discov-
ery only occurs from the sink to the proxy instead of all
the way to the source. The routing tree is only disturbed
from sink to proxy, instead of along the entire path.

Essentially, we have decomposed the routing path into
two components: a path from the sink to the proxy and
another from the proxy to the source. This approach
has the added advantage that we can leverage the exist-
ing diffusion mechanisms. Packets from the sink to the
proxy use a special interest type; the actual messages
from source to sink are encapsulated in these proxy in-
terests.

Each sink initiates a proxy discovery process by flood-
ing a proxy-interest. These floods use an expanding time-
to-live (TTL), starting with a hop count of 2. If, af-
ter a timeout, the sink does not receive an LDR from a
proxy, it increments from TTL and re-floods the proxy-
interest. On receiving the interest, the proxy decapsu-
lates it, and if no current HDR paths are established,
floods it in an attempt to discover sources. As usual,
the sources reply by sending flooding LDRs; the proxy
intercepts these and encapsulates this in a proxy-reply
packet. Sinks reinforce a certain proxy and hence also
indirectly a source, and the conversation between the
sink and source is enabled. Depending on mobility, a
sink may have to reinitiate proxy discovery as soon as
it stops receiving data from a source. Note that because
of the encapsulated nature of the packets, it is impossi-
ble for a sink to establish direct contact with a source
bypassing a proxy. Also, proxies can aggregate interests
and send only one interest on behalf of all sinks or if it is
already connected to a source, it can directly send LDR
to the requesting sink.

4.4 Anticipatory diffusion

So far we have considered the interests as absolute, i.e.,
the sink desires a response from matching sources irre-
spective of the sinks location. For these absolute inter-
ests, source selection is quite stable inspite of sink mo-
bility, and we expect the handoff and the proxy scheme
work well. However, a different kind of interest is pos-
sible where the set of sources is relative to the sink’s
position. For example, “return all audio detection events
100 feet ahead of me in my current direction of motion”.
We call theserelative interests.

For this class of interest, the set of sources changes
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Region of Anticipatory Interest

Boundary "Buffer" Zone

Rest of the Sensor Field

Figure 1: Anticipatory Interest. This figure illustrates
anticipatory interest mechanism.

continuously as a sink moves. We then have the poten-
tial problem of significant discovery costs, arising as a
result of continually changing routing paths, throughout
the duration of user motion. To alleviate these costs and
thereby improve performance for such queries, we intro-
duce the notion ofanticipatory interest.

The intuition is straightforward; the sink anticipates
its motion in a certain direction and sets up paths to
sources well in advance of such a move. Figure 1 illus-
trates the approach. When a sink reaches the boundary
of the current region of interest, it floods a new interest.
This new interest region is issued perpendicular to the
locations contained in the 2 most recent packets.

In effect, the sink is building the tree in advance of
it’s move. Our scheme is similar [17] to but we dif-
fer in that our region is based on anticipated motion.
The tradeoff for anticipatory interest is between the per-
formance gains of anticipatory discovery and reinforce-
ments verses the additional overhead of establishing and
maintaining paths prior to the sink moving into the new
region of interest.

5 Evaluation

We center our evaluation around three metrics. The first
we call thediscovery ratio, which is the ratio of appli-
cation data HDR packets to overhead packets. We ap-
proximate the discovery ratio by counting the number of
HDR packets to LDR packets. Because LDR packets are
flooded, the vast majority are used for discovery and not
application data. On the other hand, because all HDR
packets are unicast through the network, these are most
likely to carry useful application data.

The second metric we use is total volume of all pack-
ets sent and received. We count each packet sent and
received as 1 unit. If a node broadcasts a packet, there
is 1 sent packet and many receives. We use this more
primitive metric instead of second-order metrics such as
energy expended [18, 19]. Total network volume bet-
ter abstracts the total resource expenditure of a network
without becoming mired in the behavior of a specific
network. For example, given network volume it is easily
to estimate and compare the energy expended of differ-
ent physical layers, but the reverse mapping is not al-
ways straightforward.

The third metric is theevent delivery ratio. It is the
fraction of distinct HDR packets received vs. HDR pack-
ets sent. Intuitively, this can be though of as the fraction
of sensed events received by the sinks. Because in our
scenario interests can be aggregated, tallying this ratio
requires care. If an HDR which would have been aggre-
gated is lost, but some other HDR for which first HDR
was aggregated was delivered, then we account the event
as successfully delivered. In effect, we normalize for ag-
gregateable queries by taking a logical or over all event
arrivals.

5.1 Experimental Methodology

We have used the diffusion code in NS-2 [20] imple-
mented by USC/ISI and mobility extensions that were
implemented by the CMU Monarch project [21]. We
supplemented NS-2 to support handoffs, proxies and rel-
ative queries.

All our experiments are based on the animal track-
ing scenario described in [7]. For our simulations, we
use a sensor network comprising of 50 nodes which are
randomly dispersed on a 160m x 160m field, while re-
stricting the sources to the 70m x 70m northeast corner.
When we conduct experiments with higher number of
nodes, we proportionately scale the field size to main-
tain constant node density. For all our experiments, we
use a standard load of 5 sinks and 5 sources.

We confine our experiments to medium levels of mo-
bility i.e. involving user speeds of up to 7m/s, as these
speeds are sufficient to observe the differences between
all our mobility enhancements. Also, we do not load the
network heavily; our goal is to observe the behavior of
the protocols under normal operating conditions. Over-
loaded network conditions can introduce side effects that
are not essential to our study.

For every experimental run, we generate 3 topologies
with 3 sets of motions for each topology. Results of an
experiment are the average over all the 9 combinations
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of motion and topology. This procedure is repeated for
each mobility model (see next section), while varying
the node count from 50 to 200 in increments of 50, vary-
ing the discovery ratio over the set (25, 50, 100, 200,
300) and varying the percentage of proxy nodes over
1%, 5% and 9% of the total number of nodes in the net-
work. Our NS-2 simulator implements a 1.6 Mbps radial
error free communication medium.

5.2 Mobility Models

Many investigations in sensor networks are based on
random motion [13, 22, 23, 24]. However, we consider
several other scenarios that highlight the specific char-
acteristics of sensor fields. Specifically, we study the
impact of mobility to each of the following models: (1)
Random motion, (2) Single point of interest, (3) Multi-
ple points of interest and (4) Manhattan.

Random In this model, sinks move randomly over the
entire area of the sensor field throughout the duration of
the simulation. The parameters are mean stay time (or
pause time) in each location and the rate of motion. In
our simulations, we used a pause time of 2 seconds.

Single Point of interest This motion type models a
mobile user starting from the periphery of the sensor
field, moving toward a region of interest and staying
within this region. An example that typifies this model
is an area where a fire has been detected and all fire-
fighters are moving toward that area. The parameters for
this model are the mobility of the users and the random
motion around the region of interest. In our simulations,
the mobile users begin their motion after some a period
of 200 seconds, which is the time needed by the system
to reach a stable soft state. Then, all sinks begin mov-
ing toward a toward the sources. They move toward the
a random point in the sources area; not necessarily di-
rectly toward the sources. After waiting in the area for
random time, the sinks again move randomly outward.
This motion pattern is repeated until the end of the sim-
ulation.

Multi-Point of interest This motion is similar to the
previous type except that users gravitate towards multi-
ple regions of interest. An example of this type of mo-
tion is a campus comprising of several hubs, e.g., bank,
cafe, bus stop, and lab, across which people move back
and forth. In simulations, we let each sink randomly
decide its destination from among the fixed points of in-
terests, and have them move accordingly. Upon reaching

the destination, the sinks stop for a duration of 2 seconds
and choose another pre-decided point randomly. This
motion pattern is repeated for the entire duration of the
simulation. As in the single point model, sinks move
within the vicinity of these multiple points and not nec-
essarily directly onto the points themselves.

Manhattan This model captures motion along high-
ways and roads in a city. The sensor fields lie on ei-
ther side of the highways. In our simulations, we cre-
ate a number of horizontal and vertical highways over
the entire field. The number of highways constructed
is chosen to be a number between 1 and the number of
sinks. Initially, sinks may be located anywhere on the
field, and they are drawn towards these highways Once
on the highway, they move randomly on the highway.
Then, they pause for 2 seconds and move on the high-
way again. With probability 0.3 the sinks may change
their highway at an intersection. All sinks repeat this
highway motion for the entire duration of the simula-
tion.

5.3 Diffusion Variants

We ran our experiments with four versions of diffusion
routing equipped with differing levels of sophistication
and ability to handle mobility of sink nodes. Under un-
modified basic diffusion, a sink sends interests at a pe-
riodic rate of one every 5 seconds, oblivious to any mo-
bility.

Under aggressive diffusion and handoff, the sinks are
augmented with t he algorithms described in Section 4.
The rest of the nodes were not modified.

Finally, in proxy diffusion, sinks are augmented with
both the handoff and the proxy algorithms described ear-
lier. We tested fields where 1%, 5% and 9% of the
intermediate nodes were modified to serve as proxies.
However, we did not observe much effect on varying the
number of proxies from 5% to 9%.

5.4 Discovery Overhead

Figure 2 shows the packet volumes for the 4 versions
of diffusion routing under varying sink speeds. Ran-
dom motion was used with a network comprising of 100
nodes and the discovery ratio was set to 100. As valida-
tion on the simulation, note that for the case involving no
motion of the sink nodes, basic, aggressive and handoff
diffusion schemes all have similar values.

Figure 2 also shows the breakdown of the discovery
packet types (INT and LDR) to unicast traffic (REIN and
HDR). We see that for all schemes and speeds, there is
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Figure 2: Discovery Overhead. This figure shows the
number of flooded discovery packets vs. reinforcement data
packets while varying the speed of the sink nodes under the
random motion. Note in all cases, the number of discovery
packets hovers around 60%.

quite a bit of overhead in terms of the number of pack-
ets. Clearly, flooding is a poor mechanism for interest
matching, accounting for 60% of all traffic.

A clearly observable trend from Figure 2 is that hand-
offs and proxies significantly decrease the total packet
volume compared to aggressive diffusion. This result
gives us confidence that these two approaches offer sig-
nificant improvement over regular diffusion.

The constant volume of regular diffusion is due to its
periodic nature. A constant or even a slight drop in the
number of packets is thus expected, independent of mo-
bility. This is because diffusion was not intended to han-
dle mobility. It makes no attempt to track or maintain
data paths. The more interesting question is the effect
on the number of events delivered to the sinks. We ex-
plore this in the next section.

The total packet volume increases with the speed of
the sinks. This is to be expected; in all schemes except
regular diffusion, sink nodes actively track data paths in
response to mobility. The faster the nodes move, the
faster new diffusion paths will be changed.

5.5 Network Volume and Event Delivery
Ratio

In this section, we investigate the impact of mobility
models on the event delivery ratio as well as total net-
work volume. We also investigate the impact of chang-
ing the discovery ratio. Recall that sinks send HDR’s at

a rate of 1 of 0.5 seconds, and the LDR is scaled appro-
priately. I.e., for a discovery ratio of 100, a source sends
an LDR packet once every 50 seconds.

The top row of Figure 3 shows the impact of mobility
on the event delivery ratio for a network of 100 nodes.
First, we see that any scheme which accounts for mo-
bility keeps the event delivery ratio above 85%, which
is quite an encouraging result. With regular diffusion,
we see the event delivery ratios decline significantly as
a function of sink speed.

A third effect visible in the upper row of Figure 3 is
that regular diffusion is quite sensitive to the discovery
ratio. The event delivery ratio declines from 63% to just
over 40% over the range of discovery ratios (200 to 50)
we simulated. In one aspect this is a somewhat encour-
aging result, because if an application can tolerate miss-
ing 50% of the sensed events then unmodified diffusion
can be used for modest sink speeds.

The lower row of Figure 3 shows the impact of our
schemes on network volume. The difference from Fig-
ure 2 is that we can observe the shapes of the resulting
curves. An interesting phenomena is that the slope and
intercept of of the proxy scheme is much different than
either the aggressive or handoff schemes. The lower
slope of the proxy scheme means the rate of change
on network volume is fundamentally lower as a func-
tion of sink speed. This result shows that limiting the
range of the proxy discovery packet successfully reduces
network volume without compromising the event deliv-
ery ratio. However, for low speeds the double discovery
does increase volume. We also see that the cut-off point
where proxy is best is sensitive to the discovery ratio,
moving at 1 m/s with a discovery ratio of 200 to 3 m/s
with a much more aggressive ratio of 50.

Figure 3 shows that both the aggressive diffusion and
proxy schemes track one another quite closely for most
speed, with the handoff having a slight advantage. This
may be because the aggressive and proxy schemes per-
form take nearly the same approach to handling mo-
bility, i.e., re-issuing the interest, However, the hand-
off scheme is slightly more efficient than the simple ap-
proach in aggressive diffusion.

5.6 Impact of the Mobility Model

We observed that under all but random motion, the rel-
ative impact on network volume for the proxy scheme
is reduced. This is because under non-random models
motion paths are actually more restricted. Thus the like-
lihood of breaking an established diffusion path is less
than under random motion. In some sense, this is an
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Figure 3:Event Delivery Ratio and Packet Volume for Random mobility model. This figure plots the percentage of
delivered event (top row) and network volume (bottom row), in number of packets, for the basic, handoff, aggressive and proxy
versions of directed diffusion for as a function of the speedof the sink nodes. The data/discovery ratio scales from 200 (column A)
to 100 (column B) to 50 (column C). The sensor field was sized to100 nodes.

encouraging result, as the numerous studies using ran-
dom motion are operating under a worst-case mobility
scenario.

Space constraints prevent us from presenting results
of all mobility models. Qualitatively the non-random
results are nearly identical. We show the single point
model as a representative case. Figure 4 shows the event
delivery ratio and network volume as Figure 3 with sinks
following the single point mobility model. The top rows
of the two figures are nearly indistinguishable, showing
that the mobility model does not significantly impact the
event delivery ratio or the network volume. We found
the same insensitivity to mobility model for the multi
point and Manhattan models as well.

The lower row of Figure 4 shows that mobility does
impact the cut-off point where proxy minimizes network
volume. For example, with a discovery ratio of 50, the
cut-off point for proxy under random motion is 3 m/s,
while under single point of interest it is 4 m/s.

5.7 Impact of Radio Range

Figure 5 shows the impact of scaling the radio range
from 40m to 150m. The figure shows an isobaric plot of
sink speed and discovery ratio vs. the scheme with mini-
mum network volume. Each isobar represents the cutoff
point between schemes with the lowest network volume

while maintaining an event delivery ratio of at least 85%
for a given sink speed. To the left of the isobars, handoff
is better, while to the right, the proxy scheme minimizes
network volume. At the a sink speed of zero, we see
basic diffusion minimizes volume.

As can be seen from Figure 5, radio range, and more
abstractly hop-count, has a significant impact on the mo-
bility regions. As a basic rule of thumb, doubling the
range doubles the sink speed which can be supported
with a given scheme. Using Figure 5, one can deter-
mine the scheme that is most appropriate for a given sink
speed at a given radio range. At zero speed, regular or
handoff diffusion should be employed. Proxies should
be employed when operating in the area to the right of
the curve. For intermediate speeds, handoff is the best
scheme.

5.8 Anticipatory Interests

Figure 6 shows the impact of our anticipatory interest
scheme. The anticipatory interest experimental scenario
differs from all the other previous experiments because
the anticipatory scenario assumes that events may occur
all around the sink; they will most likely not be con-
fined to a specific region. In fact, the sink is interested
in events that occur around it only. This means that as
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Figure 4:Event delivery ratio and packet volume for the Single Point mobility model. This figure plots the percentage
of delivered events (top row) and network volume (bottom row), in number of packets, for the basic, handoff, and proxy versions
of directed diffusion as a function of the speed of the sinks nodes under the single point mobility model. The data/discovery ratio
scales from 200 (column A) to 100 (column B) to 50 (column C). The sensor field was sized to 100 nodes.

the sink moves, the set of sources of interest to the sink
will change.

For experiments involving relative queries, we used
a sensor field of 1600m x 1600m for 800 nodes. The
36 sources were placed evenly in a 6 x 6 grid over the
entire network. A sink moves at 1m/s in a straight line
from west to the east across the length of the field, using
an anticipatory region of size 400m x 400m. We varied
the discovery ratio from 50 to 500 over increments of 50.
The buffer zone was set to 10% of the region size. This
set of experiments were conducted over the random and
highway models only, we found little difference between
these two models.

Figure 6a shows that the event delivery ratio remains
relatively constant between regular diffusion and antic-
ipatory scheme. However, Figure 6b shows that the
network volume was reduced by two orders of magni-
tude because the anticipatory interest scheme limited the
flooding in addition to creating soft-state in the direction
of motion.

6 Related Work

Our schemes draw on four related areas: cellular tele-
communication networks, mobile IP, and multicast ap-
proaches, and geographic routing. In this section, be de-

scribe the core ideas of these systems and how our work
relates to them.

Mobile IP MobileIP [22, 24, 13] provides mobility
support for IP based network by having a home agent in
the home network and a foreign agent in the remote net-
work. In our approach the proxy is analogous to foreign
agent, however, the mobile host in MobileIP is aware of
the specific foreign agent address, while in diffusion an
arbitrary interest names all proxies and the closest proxy
is selected by a flood. A more important difference is
that in MobileIP, the mobile host can be at most one hop
away from the foreign agent while in our approach the
sinks could be many hops away from the proxy.

Mobile and Ad-Hoc Multicast Directed diffusion main-
tains its membership trees using similar techniques to
Mulicast: members send periodic heartbeat messages,
new members join the community by subscribing, and
timeouts are used to prune trees to handle network and
member dynamics.

Work on Mobile Multicast [10] centered on solving
the tunnel convergence problem. It arises because the
foreign agents receive multiple copies of same data from
different home agents. Mobile Multicast solves this by
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Figure 6:Effects of Anticipatory Interests Figure(A) plots the impact on the event delivery ratio whileFigure(B) shows the
impact on network volume for our anticipatory interest experiment.
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Figure 5: Effects of Range This figure is an isobaric plot
showing at which points diffusion can match the event delivery
ratio and volume compared to the proxy approach as a function
of radio range. The sink speed and discovery ratio are also
varied.

designating one home agent per multicast group the re-
sponsibility of sending that data. This, however, creates
a new problem when all the mobile hosts of the home
agent are no longer under the foreign agent. In this case,
the foreign agent should initiate a handoff. In a diffusion
context, in-network aggregation eliminates the issue of
multiple copies of the same packet. As a result, there is
no tunnel convergence problem. More recently, several
multicast schemes have been developed in the ad-hoc
wireless network context [25, 26]. The scheme in [27]
uses an anticipation scheme similar to anticipatory inter-
ests.

Cellular Networks In these systems, the geographi-
cal area is split into cells each containing one base sta-
tion. Cells are defined by the range of the base stations.

Our handoff scheme is very similar to cellular hand-
offs [12, 14]. However, in our approach, the sink uses
the low data rate messages received from the intermedi-
ate nodes instead of the beacons sent by the base stations
to maintain a list of active, neighbor and candidate inter-
mediate nodes.

Geographic Routing Our anticipatory routing scheme
has much in common with geographic routing approach-
es [28, 29, 19]. Like these systems, the interest mes-
sages name a geographic region. However, our scheme
adds the dimension of anticipating the future placement
of the mobile node. In addition, the goal is not to reach
a destination or route packets, but rather to pre-build a
routing tree in the specified region.

7 Future Work

The investigation of the effects of mobility in the context
of sensor networks is far from complete. In this section
we outline three future directions we feel will make the
most impact.

Reducing the discovery overhead, both in the static
and mobile cases, is critical to increase the efficiency of
diffusion protocols. Although geographic flooding [19]
may reduce the impact for specific interests, a more gen-
eral solution is needed. Other protocols such as gossip-
ing that do not employ flooding may be much more ef-
ficient. In this regard, depending on the application and
the density of the nodes within an area, full or partial
push-based methods along with caching could also be
employed in place of pull-based methods. In addition,
we would like the new protocol to be able to support
higher speeds, in the range of 20m/s.

A second area of investigation would examine source
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mobility. One approach may simply extend our proxy
scheme with a bi-directional protocol. There, sources
and sinks communicate with proxies. In such an ap-
proach, proxy placement may become more critical.

Finally, a solution which would allow all nodes to be
mobile would be ideal. However, such a scheme is not as
well motivated as source or sink mobility. For many ap-
plications, simply relying on the diffusion’s natural cor-
rectness in the face of mobility is probably sufficient to
handle infrequent cases of mobile intermediates.

8 Conclusions

We have applied four simple approaches to enhance the
ability of directed diffusion to handle mobile sinks. Our
evaluation found directed diffusion quite sensitive to the
mobility of slowly moving sinks, on the order of pedes-
trian speeds. Our simulations also showed that discovery
by way of flooding is very expensive; overhead pack-
ets account for at least 60% of network volume over all
speeds under consideration.

Increasing the speed of the sinks causes significant in-
creases in network volume for all our diffusion variants.
By contrast, plain diffusion sees no change at all because
it makes no attempt to maintain routing trees in the face
of mobility. While keeping volume constant, basic dif-
fusion failed to deliver 50% of the sensed events under
modest mobility levels, but this may be acceptable for
some applications.

In contrast, all of our simple additions can deliver around
85% of sensed events in the presence of sink mobility,
at the cost of increased network volume. We found a
simple handoff scheme mitigates the effects of mobil-
ity for slow speeds, and a combination proxy and hand-
off scheme could handle medium speed up to 7m/s. We
found a proxy solution effective at medium speeds, us-
ing 5%-9% of the intermediate nodes as proxies. In-
creasing the ratio above 10% does not seem to offer any
further benefit. Although our study did not take node
failure into account, we believe 10% should be a reason-
able estimate for practical sensor networks.

The primary factors influencing performance of our
schemes were speed, radio range/hop count, and discov-
ery ratio. We observed that the performance of three
non-random the mobility scenarios surprisingly similar.
We also found random motion was the most challenging
scenario.

Finally, we found anticipatory interests provide a per-
formance two orders of magnitude superior than the other
approaches when sinks request data relative to their lo-
cation. The scheme’s simple prediction model was ef-

fective in this case under a random and manhattan mo-
tion models; we believe other non-randommotion would
fare even better.
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